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FADE IN:

INT. NELSON HOME - RYAN'S BEDROOM - NIGHT

RYAN NELSON (17), dressed in a prom tux. His mother GINA 
NELSON (40s), fixes his sleeves. His father EDDIE (late 40s), 
stands behind her.

RYAN
Mom, enough already. Damn. I can never 
win.

GINA
Don't be so negative.

RYAN
I'm going to be late.

GINA
Wait a sec, I think your hair needs 
more gel.

Gina adds gel to Ryan's hair. He backs away.

RYAN
My hair's fine.

Gina looks at Eddie. He walks out of the room.

GINA
But before you go. I need to talk to 
you for a second.

RYAN
About what?

GINA
This is really something your father 
should help you with but since he's 
such a prude.... it's your prom night 
and I know what's on a guy's mind.

RYAN
You do?

GINA
You don't need to feel like because 
your friends are having sex that you 
have to.
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RYAN
Are you serious?

GINA
If you have any questions you can ask 
me.

RYAN
I do have one.

GINA
Go ahead.

RYAN
Should Stefani rest her head on a 
pillow when we do anal?

Gina's shocked.

GINA
You think this is funny? If you get 
her pregnant it will ruin your life.

RYAN
That's why we only do it doggy style.

GINA
What's wrong with you? Who talks like 
that to their mother?

RYAN
I'm kidding. I been so busy with 
school. Stefani and I never once 
discussed having sex tonight.

GINA
You're a good boy.

INT. MOTEL ROOM - NIGHT

Ryan, only in boxers, helps a drunk STEFANI THIESSEN (17), 
take off her shirt. Ryan kisses her breast.

RYAN
I don't have a condom. Do you?

Stefani shakes her head no.

RYAN
I guess I don't need one.
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Ryan stands on the bed on his knees. He takes off his boxers. 
Stefani vomits all over his penis. Ryan jumps out of the bed.

RYAN
Maybe we shouldn't do this.

STEFANI
Why not?

RYAN
You puked on my dick. You're either 
way too drunk or gay.

EXT. ANA'S HOME - DAY

Shot of a slum home in Brazil.

SUPER: BRAZIL

INT. ANA'S HOME - DAY

ANA SANTOS (17), a Brazilian beauty, sits on a mattress on 
the floor in her bedroom in tears as her sister MARIA SANTOS 
(14), tries to console her. She's recovering from cancer so 
her head is always wrapped in a scarf. Their father CARLOS 
SANTOS (40s), speaks in Portuguese. He looks on in anger.

ANA
I'm the only one in my class that 
isn't getting a party.

MARIA
I know.

ANA
My whole life, it's always been we 
don't have the money.

CARLOS
(in Portuguese)

Now that you graduated you can go find 
a man.

ANA
I will. And I'm going to find a man 
way better than you.

MARIA
Ana.
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ANA
When you got sick did he step up? No. 
We had to go on welfare.

Carlos takes off his belt.

CARLOS
(in Portuguese)

You be living in the streets if it 
wasn't for me.

Carlos threatens Ana with the belt, she flinces.

CARLOS
(in Portuguese)

Start fixing dinner.

Carlos leaves the bedroom.

MARIA
He does love us.

ANA
I hate him.

Ana reaches under mattress and pulls out an envelope and 
takes out a plane ticket.

ANA
I'm going to America.

MARIA
How did you get a plane ticket?

ANA
My host mom sent it to me. I'm going 
to be an au pair.

MARIA
Take me with you.

ANA
I wish I could.

MARIA
I hope you meet the American man of 
your dreams and marry him.

ANA
And if I do I'll come for you. We both 
deserve a better life than this.
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Maria hugs Ana.

EXT. NELSON HOME - NIGHT

Shot of a three story suburban home.

SUPER: IN AMERICA FOUR YEARS LATER

INT. NELSON HOME - RYAN'S BEDROOM - NIGHT

A frustrated Ryan sits at his desk with an open textbook and 
papers scattered all over. He stand up and walks out.

INT. NELSON HOME - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Eddie and Gina sit in the living room, a commercial plays on 
the television. Ryan enters the room.

RYAN
You guys watching commericals again?

GINA
Your dad's too cheap to pay for DVR.

EDDIE
It's rude to the advertisers. They 
spend a lot of time putting these 
commercials together.

GINA
That's a new one. He's now a 
compassionate cheapo.

The episode of Everybody Loves Raymond in Italy comes on and 
Ryan sits on the couch.

RYAN
You're watching Raymond. I love this 
epsiode.

GINA
Italy is so beautiful.

EDDIE
You say the same thing at the same 
moment every time we watch this 
episode.

RYAN
It is. I would love to go there one 
day.
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GINA
Then you better become a doctor so we 
could fly there. I'm sure the 
considerate cheapo wouldn't want to 
pollute the air.

Gina and Ryan laugh.

Eddie stands up.

EDDIE
I'm going to the man cave.

Eddie looks at Ryan.

EDDIE
And you, go back in your room and 
study for MCAT.

RYAN
I'm taking a break.

Ryan looks at his cell and gets off the couch in 
frustratation.

GINA
Don't get mad. Your father only wants 
you to do well.

RYAN
It's Stefani.

GINA
You're going to see her now? It's ten 
at night.

RYAN
She agrees with Dad and wants to help 
me study.

GINA
She's a great girl.

EDDIE
You don't have to tell me. I think I 
like her more than he does.

INT. PARTY HOUSE - NIGHT

Ryan enters a house party, walks by PARTYING YOUNG ADULTS and 
sees BRITNEY (20s).
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BRITNEY
Thank God you're here.

RYAN
How drunk?

BRITNEY
Bad. Even for her.

RYAN
Where is she?

BRITNEY
I don't know. I lost track of her 
again.

INT. ANA'S EMPLOYER'S HOME - LIVING ROOM - DAY

Ana Facetimes on her iPhone with Maria. Ana pick ups toys off 
the floor. ZACK (4), sleeps on the couch.

MARIA
It's not like I haven't been through 
this before.

ANA
I know you're strong. It's daddy I 
worry about.

MARIA
He's been good, driving me to chemo.

ANA
Let's see how long that lasts.

MARIA
Can we talk about something else? 
How's Zack?

ANA
Good. His mom is taking him on an 
interview for kindergarden tomorrow. 
Can you believe he starts next year?

MARIA
Will she no longer need you?

ANA
It doesn't matter. Once my student 
visa is up I have to go back to 
Brazil.
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MARIA
I'd be happy if you came home.

ANA
No way. I'm staying in America. Even 
if I have to get in through the 
backdoor.

INT. PARTY HOUSE - BEDROOM - NIGHT

Ryan walks in a bedroom and sees Stefani and EVAN (20s) have 
anal sex. He's crushed.

RYAN
How could you?

STEFANI
Ryan, I'm sorry.

RYAN
You're sorry? Is that all you have to 
say?

STEFANI
I don't want to break up.

RYAN
Can you say that while there isn't a 
man inside you?

Ryan runs out.

EXT. PARTY HOUSE - NIGHT

Ryan races out of the house towards his car. Stefani follows 
him.

STEFANI
I really don't want to break up.

RYAN
You fucked Evan. You don't even like 
him.

STEFANI
I don't. But he was here.

RYAN
I know. And I never am.
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STEFANI
You're always studying.

Evan approaches Stefani.

RYAN
For med school. You want go out and 
drink to get into what? Evan?

STEFANI
If it makes you feel better, it was 
only a two inch university.

Ryan chuckles.

EVAN
Hey.

STEFANI
Sorry, Evan.

RYAN
Stefani, I'm going to miss everything 
about you. Your sense of humor. Your 
smile. And your ass.

INT. NELSON HOME - KITCHEN - DAY

Gina butters Ryan's toast as he eats bacon and eggs.

RYAN
I really thought my life was going to 
be, I become a doctor and marry 
Stefani.

GINA
Ryan, you have your MCAT today.

RYAN
She didn't want to breakup. But how 
can I trust her?

GINA
You have to focus on the test.

RYAN
Maybe I shouldn't take it. What will I 
do if I fail?

GINA
Look forward to the positive. Your

     (MORE)
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GINA (CONT'D) 
birthday's coming up. Do you want 
anything special?

RYAN
I can't think of anything.

INT. BAR RESTAURANT - NIGHT

A happy Ryan and his friend KAPOW (20s), are in waiter 
outfits. They talk as they wait by the kitchen to pick up 
orders.

RYAN
I scored a five twenty on my MCAT.

KAPOW
Give me a second to Google if that's 
any good.

RYAN
I aced it.

KAPOW
That's great man.

RYAN
I decided for my birthday I want to 
get laid.

KAPOW
Because of Stefani? I'd miss hitting 
that too.

RYAN
We never had sex.

KAPOW
Now I know why she cheated on you.

RYAN
Thanks.

RYAN
You don't understand. I need to get 
laid.

KAPOW
Holy shit. You're a --
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RYAN
Yeah. I don't want to enter medical 
school as one.

KAPOW
You're a fucking virgin.

Kapow laughs.

RYAN
You had to say it. I'm focused on 
school. And I still live with my 
parents.

KAPOW
We need to get you a hooker and a bag 
of Skittles.

RYAN
Skittles?

KAPOW
Yeah. You line them up on your dick 
and then make her taste the rainbow.

RYAN
I would never do that.

Kapow grabs Ryan's phone from his hand.

RYAN
That's my phone.

Kapow raises his hand.

KAPOW
Wait a second.

Kapow types on the phone.

RYAN
What the fuck are you doing?

KAPOW
Getting you laid.

RYAN
I don't want to lose my virginity to a 
prostitute. I don't even like 
Skittles.
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KAPOW
I'm signing you up for the new dating 
app Intro.

RYAN
Aren't those sites full of --

KAPOW
Fake profiles?

RYAN
I was going to say STDs. Can I have my 
phone back?

Kapow presses a few buttons.

KAPOW
You're already connected.

Kapow shows Ryan the cell.

RYAN
She is pretty.

INT. RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Ana sits at a table in a restaurant with a RACIST DATE (40s).

ANA
I was au pair. And then I stayed with 
them through a student visa.

RACIST DATE
No, no. It's not an odd pear, the 
expression is you're an odd duck.

ANA
I'm majoring in hotel management.

RACIST DATE
You're beautiful and I'd love to teach 
you the language.

ANA
You're going to teach me?

RACIST DATE
I have my white friends that I hang 
out with, then there's my black 
friends. Who would you rather hang 
with?
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ANA
I can't believe it.

RACIST DATE
When my parents were kids, blacks and 
whites didn't go to the same schools. 
I think we may of been better off.

Ana's shocked.

ANA
Did you hear what you just said?

RACIST DATE
I'm honest. How many blacks do you 
know that listen to country music?

ANA
I don't know anyone who listens to 
country music.

RACIST DATE
You're Brazilian, so I think I should 
introduce you to my one Spanish friend 
first.

Ana stands up.

RACIST DATE
What's wrong?

ANA
I can't believe you have any friends.

EXT. RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Ana Facetimes with her sister Maria as she walks home.

ANA
He implied I wasn't good enough to 
introduce to his white friends.

MARIA
Is this the guy you met on the ferry?

ANA
No, that was a different racist jerk. 
This is the supermarket guy.

MARIA
There's so many racists in America.

     (MORE)
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MARIA (CONT'D) 
And they say they don't produce 
anything anymore.

Ana laughs.

ANA
I think I'll never find the right guy.

MARIA
You should join Intro.

ANA
The new dating app?

MARIA
Yeah, my friends love it. It's like 
Tinder without all the swiping.

ANA
That's supposed to find me a husband?

MARIA
At least you'll have some fun looking.

The girls laugh.

INT. RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Ryan sits with a MARRIED DATE (27) in a restaurant.

MARRIED DATE
I heard medical school is hard. My 
friend took a year off to travel 
before going.

RYAN
Maybe I should. I would love to 
travel.

MARRIED DATE
To where?

RYAN
Italy or Utah.

She laughs.

MARRIED DATE
I would love to see Venice.
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RYAN
We should go, though that is more of a 
third date.

MARRIED DATE
Cute. I'm really enjoying talking to 
you.

RYAN
I feel the same way.

MARRIED DATE
Most people our age can't have a 
conversation for more than a minute 
without looking at their phone.

RYAN
I know. These smartphones have given 
the entire country ADHD. Were they 
created by Apple or the pharmaceutical 
industry?

MARRIED DATE
Funny. I hate to jinx us, but I feel 
we really have something here.

RYAN
So do I. After dinner would you like 
to go to the restaurant I work at for 
a few drinks?

MARRIED DATE
Okay. But I have to call my husband so 
he knows to put my son to bed.

RYAN
You're married?

MARRIED DATE
We're only staying together for our 
children.

RYAN
Sounds like my parents.

INT. BAR RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Ryan and Kapow talk as Ryan wipes the table with a rag.

KAPOW
So you went home to study?
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RYAN
I'm not dating a married woman. It's 
wrong.

KAPOW
Who said anything about dating? Just 
bang her.

RYAN
Still wrong.

KAPOW
Use a condom. Then your dick isn't 
even touching her. It's barley sex.

RYAN
You don't use condoms?

KAPOW
I love condoms. Especially when I take 
it off and squeeze the cum on the 
girls tits like you're writing a name 
on a birthday cake.

RYAN
Whenever you talk about sex I feel 
like I'm reading a thread on Reddit.

KAPOW
I thought you wanted to lose your 
virginity?

RYAN
I do.

KAPOW
Then take out your phone and lets see 
if you connected with anyone else on 
Intro.

MONTAGE

INT. RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Ana sits at a table with her CHEAP DATE (40s), they finished 
coffee and dessert. The cheap date picks up the bill from the 
table.

CHEAP DATE
You ordered the salmon and you had two 
cokes, right? So... you owe thirty

     (MORE)
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CHEAP DATE (CONT'D) 
seven dollars and fifty three cents.

Ana's surprised.

EXT. BAR - NIGHT

Ana and her MAD DATE (30s), walk out of the bar. He holds the 
door for a COUPLE (30s).

MAD DATE
Say thank you. You fucking assholes.

Ana's shocked.

INT. COFFEE SHOP - NIGHT

Ana sits at a coffee shop with a RUDE DATE (30s).

RUDE DATE
So your sister's bald. You don't have 
to worry about me asking for a 
threesome.

Ana's offended.

END MONTAGE

INT. BAR RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Ryan sits at a table with THREESOME GIRL (20s), sexy with 
high energy. Kapow gazes at threesome girl from across the 
room.

RYAN
Was that before or after you became a 
cheerleader?

THREESOME GIRL
After. Wow you're a great listener.

RYAN
I grew up with a mother and sister who 
love to talk.

Ryan drinks from his glass.

RYAN
Are you sure you don't want anything 
to drink?
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THREESOME GIRL
I didn't want to meet for drinks.

RYAN
Then what do you want to meet for?

THREESOME GIRL
To go back to my place. For a 
threesome.

RYAN
Okay, great. Can you give me a second?

Ryan gets up and hurries to Kapow.

RYAN
She wants to go back to her place for 
a threesome. Well, I'm not sure if I 
should.

KAPOW
I thought you wanted to lose your 
virginity?

RYAN
I do. I told you about prom night.

KAPOW
Yeah. The girl vomited on your dick.

RYAN
The reason I never tried to have sex 
with again is I was afraid her 
vomiting had something to do with ... 
the scar on my penis.

KAPOW
How the hell did you get a scar on 
your dick?

RYAN
Now really isn't the time.

KAPOW
You wrap a bottle rocket around it?

RYAN
Why the hell would I do that?

KAPOW
Fucking internet.
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RYAN
I'll tell you the story quick. I was 
home alone since my parents went with 
my sister to look at colleges. So I 
didn't bother getting dressed.

KAPOW
And a hooker gave you a blow job with 
a cigarette in her mouth?

RYAN
I was thirteen. I was playing video 
games and eating candy all weekend.

FLASHBACK

INT. NELSON HOME - KITCHEN - DAY

YOUNG RYAN (13), walks into the kitchen butt naked. He takes 
hard boiled eggs out of the fridge.

RYAN (V.O.)
But I was in the mood for eggs. My mom 
boiled some before she left.

KAPOW (V.O.)
And you tried to make coffee with your 
penis?

RYAN (V.O.)
Can you stop guessing? I decided to 
heat the eggs up.

Young Ryan places the eggs in the microwave for a minute. He 
grabs a fork from the draw.

KAPOW (V.O.)
You microwaved them?

RYAN (V.O.)
I didn't know.

Young Ryan takes the egg out of the microwave and tries to 
cut the egg it in half with a fork.

The egg explodes. Young Ryan grabs his crotch and screams.

END FLASHBACK
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INT. BAR RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Kapow looks at threesome girl then turns to Ryan.

RYAN
I don't want two girls vomiting on my 
dick.

KAPOW
I think it means you definitely have 
to do it. With a threesome they'll be 
less focused on your penis.

RYAN
Good point.

Threesome girl comes over.

KAPOW
I think all men who try to mansplain 
should have their dicks cut off and 
placed on strings around their neck 
like the pens at the bank so we can 
stick it in their mouth when they 
begin to talk.

THREESOME GIRL
Okay.

RYAN
You ready to go?

THREESOME GIRL
Yeah.

Ryan and threesome girl walk towards the exit.

RYAN
I'm sorry I kept you waiting.

THREESOME GIRL
It's okay. I texted my friend Adrian. 
I think it be fun if we both wear our 
old cheerleader uniforms.

RYAN
A threesome with two cheerleaders.

THREESOME GIRL
Technically it's a devil's triangle, 
but you're cool with that, right?
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RYAN
Sure.

INT. THREESOME GIRL'S APARTMENT - NIGHT

Ryan and threesome girl drink wine on the couch. The doorbell 
rings.

THREESOME GIRL
That must be Adrian.

Threesome girl gets off the couch and answers the door for 
ADRIAN (30s), a big muscled man in a cheerleader uniform. It 
shocks Ryan.

RYAN
I have to use the bathroom.

INT. BAR RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Kapow places the tray of food on the table to answer his 
phone. The PATRONS are confused as he walks away.

KAPOW
A male cheerleader?

INT. THREESOME GIRL'S APARTMENT - BATHROOM - NIGHT

Ryan talks on his phone as he paces in the bathroom.

RYAN
I guess that's what she meant by a 
Devils Triangle.

INTERCUT KAPOW AND RYAN

KAPOW
You didn't know that's a girl with two 
guys?

RYAN
Obviously not considering my current 
predicament.

KAPOW
I'd still do it.

RYAN
Really?
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KAPOW
Just think of it like when you're 
eating and you see a hair in your food 
so you eat around it.

RYAN
Who the fuck does that?

KAPOW
Not me.

RYAN
You think that could really work?

KAPOW
God gave us two inputs for a reason.

RYAN
I highly doubt this is why.

INT. THREESOME GIRL'S APARTMENT - BEDROOM - NIGHT

Ryan, threesome girl and Adrian are in the bedroom. Ryan 
kisses threesome girl's left breast. Adrian goes to kiss her 
right breast. Ryan kisses her in the mouth. Adrian starts to 
kiss her on the cheek and works his way towards threesome 
girl and Ryan.

RYAN (V.O.)
Everywhere I go he follows. It's like 
gay Simon Sez.

Ryan slides his body down so his face is at threesome girl's 
crotch. He takes off her underwear and looks at Adrian.

RYAN (V.O.)
Bet you didn't expect that 
motherfucker.

Ryan goes down on threesome girl. She moans.... he pulls his 
head up to catch his breath. And sees Adrian masturbating.

RYAN (V.O.)
What the fuck.

Ryan goes down on Threesome girl again.

RYAN (V.O.)
This is so uncomfortable... but she is 
so hot.
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Threesome girl moans..... Ryan pulls his head up to catch his 
breath.

Adrian shoots his load and it lands on Ryan's chest.

INT. KAPOW'S APARTMENT - DAY

Kapow sits on the couch and plays video games. He talks on 
his cell.

KAPOW
Holy shit man.

INT. THREESOME GIRL'S APARTMENT - BATHROOM - DAY

See a close up of Ryan's face as he talks on his cellphone.

RYAN
I know.

INTERCUT KAPOW AND RYAN

KAPOW
Well, he was jerking off to her 
moaning which is a compliment to you.

RYAN
I rather he tell me my dick is cute.

THREESOME GIRL (O.S.)
Ryan, breakfast is ready.

INT. THREESOME GIRL'S APARTMENT - KITCHEN - DAY

Ryan walks into the kitchen. Threesome Girl is at the table 
with a cup of coffee in her hand. There's a plate of cinnamon 
buns in the center. Adrian takes a scissor out of the kitchen 
draw.

RYAN
I love cinnamon buns.

THREESOME GIRL
Adrian made them.

Ryan sits down and takes a bite.

RYAN
And it's nice and warm.

Adrian walks over with the bag of icing.
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ADRIAN
Wait. I forgot to add the icing.

Adrian adds icing to the bun in front of him. Ryan gags and 
spits out the cinnamon bun.

INT. BAR RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Ryan hands a bill to the BARTENDER (30s), behind the bar. 
Kapow walks over with a big smile.

KAPOW
Table three. It's all yours.

RYAN
I'm not in the mood.

KAPOW
You'll want the table.

RYAN
Then why are you smiling?

Ryan looks and sees Ana at the table.

KAPOW
She's hotter than threesome girl.

RYAN
She is very pretty.

KAPOW
You're going to blow this. Let me have 
her.

Ryan holds Kapow back. He walks over to Ana.

RYAN
Hi. Would you like something to drink?

ANA
That's a cheesy line.

RYAN
Well, I'm a waiter. I tend to be 
hacky. I tried guessing what customers 
wanted to drink but everyone was 
returning the Tabasco sauce slushie.

Ana laughs.
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ANA
This is already the best Intro date I 
ever been on.

Ryan smacks his forehead.

RYAN
Oh, you're on my Intro.

ANA
Are you meeting that many girls that 
you can't keep track?

RYAN
It's the opposite, my friend took my 
phone to set me up.

He looks over to Kapow, who gives him a thumbs up.

ANA
So he's Cupid?

RYAN
No he's stupid, though he does wear a 
diaper when playing video games.

Ana laughs. Kapow approaches Ana.

KAPOW
So about Brazil's red light district, 
is it true there's a million 
prostitutes there?

ANA
Yes everyone in Brazil is a 
prostitute, a rapist and a drug mule.

KAPOW
That's so hot.

Ryan looks at Ana.

RYAN
I haven't taken my break yet. You want 
to go for a walk?

ANA
Sure.
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EXT. SIDEWALK - NIGHT

Ryan and Ana talk as they stroll down the street.

ANA
I'm going to miss it.

RYAN
I always thought an au pair wasn't any 
different than a slave.

ANA
The pay is low. But she's a single mom 
and treats me like family. Last 
Christmas she paid for me to go to 
Miami because she knows how much I 
love to travel.

RYAN
You do? What's the one place you've 
never been to that you want go see?

ANA
Italy.

RYAN
Me too. We should go, but that's more 
of a third date.

Ana laughs.

RYAN
I love your laugh.

ANA
Thank you.

RYAN
I hope we can have a second date.

ANA
Definitley.

RYAN
Great. I know the perfect place.

INT. BAR RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Ryan enters the bar. Kapow comes up to him.
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KAPOW
Brian was looking for you.

RYAN
Did you tell him I was on break?

KAPOW
For two hours?

RYAN
Was I talking to her for that long?

KAPOW
Yeah.

RYAN
Why did you add looking for a girl to 
settle down with on my Intro profile?

KAPOW
Girls love commitment. I thought it 
was better than desperate twenty one 
year old virgin with deformed penis 
looking to smash.

RYAN
It's not deformed.

Ryan gives Kapow a bro hug.

RYAN
Thanks so much man. I really like her.

KAPOW
Duh, she's pretty.

RYAN
I liked talking to her.

KAPOW
Which means you wanna fuck her.

RYAN
No, really. She's not like any other 
girl I ever met. We set a date for 
Friday night and I can't wait.

KAPOW
Where are you taking her?
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RYAN
To a comedy club.

KAPOW
The girl you like talking to, you're 
taking her on a date where you can't 
talk.

RYAN
Shut up.

INT. COMEDY CLUB - NIGHT

Ryan and Ana sit among an AUDIENCE of FORTY and watch the 
EMCEE (40s) on stage.

EMCEE
Online dating isn't a normal way to 
meet someone. It should be done in a 
bar drunk off your ass.

The audience laughs.

EMCEE
So are you guys ready for your 
headliner?

AUDIENCE
(in unison)

Yeah.

EMCEE
Okay. You all know him as the dancing 
bunny on Instagram. Making his stand 
up comedy debut here at Laughs is 
Instagram comic Matt Ewing.

Instagram comic MATT EWING (18), walks on stage to a huge 
applause. The emcee shakes his hand and exits the stage. Matt 
Ewing ignores the microphone and hops back and forth. He 
stops to look at the audience. He hops back and forth again.

The audience looks at him in silence.

MATT EWING
What's wrong with you guys?

Matt Ewing drops the microphone and walks off stage.
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MATT EWING
(yelling)

That dance got twenty six million 
likes on Instagram.

EXT. COMEDY CLUB - NIGHT

Ryan, Ana and the other audience members exit the comedy 
club.

ANA
American comics are so weird.

RYAN
I always laugh at his Instagram post, 
but I figured he'd have material not 
try to rehash his videos. I'm sorry it 
was so lame.

ANA
It's not your fault.

RYAN
I promise I'll make it up to you on 
our next date.

ANA
What makes you so sure you're getting 
another date?

RYAN
(pretends to be mad)

I got twenty six million likes on 
Instagram.

Ana laughs. Ryan kisses Ana.

RYAN
Wow.

Ryan and Ana passionately kiss.

INT. NELSON HOME - DINING ROOM - DAY

Ryan scoops mashed potatoes into his plate. Gina serves the 
end of the roast beef to Eddie.

GINA
Here's the end, I know it's your 
favorite.
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RYAN
You say the same thing everytime.

Ryan's sister CAROLINE NELSON (26), enters the room.

CAROLINE
Sorry I'm late. Traffic was bad.

GINA
We just sat down.

CAROLINE
Ryan, you look so happy.

GINA
He had a date last night.

RYAN
I have another date this fall.

Eddie chuckles.

EDDIE
She's making you wait that long?

RYAN
It's with Columbia University. I was 
accepted into their medical program.

GINA
I'm so happy for you.

CAROLINE
Congrats Ryan.

RYAN
Thanks. My date was great. I really 
like her.

INT. FIVE STAR RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Ana eats a wedge of lettuce with creamy ranch dressing and 
KEVIN (40s), eats a Caesar salad.

ANA
I was born and raised in a section of 
Brazil known as favela. Which in 
America you would call the slums.

KEVIN
I bet one of my rolex watches is worth

     (MORE)
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KEVIN (CONT'D) 
more than your entire house.

ANA
That's rude.

KEVIN
It's actually why I have my collection 
up for auction, with all the proceeds 
going to charity. Now that I'm older I 
feel selfish to own such luxury items 
when there's so many starving children 
in this world.

Ana smiles.

KEVIN
I would sell everything I owned if I 
could --

ANA
Feed all the children?

KEVIN
No. Get a second date with you.

Ana laughs.

KEVIN
I love your laugh.

INT. ANA'S EMPLOYER'S HOME - NIGHT

Ana Facetimes her sister Maria.

ANA
I met the man of my dreams tonight.

MARIA
Really?

ANA
He's good looking, sweet and rich. He 
runs a five star hotel.

MARIA
Check, check and check. It's like a 
romantic novel, you go to America to 
take care of a kid and then find a man 
to take care of you.
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ANA
And you.

MARIA
The question is why are you home so 
early?

ANA
I have a date with Ryan in the 
morning.

MARIA
Why didn't you cancel?

ANA
I like the idea of dating someone my 
own age for a change.

INT. GYM STUDIO - DAY

Ryan, Ana and TWELVE WOMEN are in a hot yoga class. The YOGA 
INSTRUCTOR (30s) male, stands in front of the class. He looks 
at Ana.

YOGA INSTRUCTOR
Pretty brunette in the lime green, 
spread your legs.

ANA
I am.

YOGA INSTRUCTOR
You have to spread them as much as you 
can, like the man next to you.

The yoga instructors face lights up. He walks towards Ryan 
and Ana.

YOGA INSTRUCTOR
Sir, what's your name?

RYAN
Ryan.

YOGA INSTRUCTOR
Did you study under Matkin?

RYAN
Who?
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ANA
He's a yoga instructor.

RYAN
This is actually my first time.

YOGA INSTRUCTOR
Really? You have perfect form. 
Everyone take a second to look at 
Ryan.

EXT. GYM STUDIO - DAY

A sweaty Ryan and Ana walk out of the studio with the other 
women. Ana texts on her cell.

RYAN
That was intense.

ANA
It was.

RYAN
You wanna go get gelato?

ANA
I'm pretty tired.

RYAN
Okay. I'll drive you home.

ANA
It's okay. I'll take an Uber.

INT. KEVIN'S APARTMENT - BEDROOM - DAY

Ana and Kevin have sex in the bedroom of his luxury 
apartment. As Kevin orgams. Ana text on her cell.

INT. ANA'S EMPLOYER'S HOME - NIGHT

Ana lies in her bedroom and Facetimes her sister Maria.

MARIA
He had the whole class copy him?

ANA
Yeah, it was so embarrasing.

MARIA
It's nice to know he's flexible.
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ANA
It makes me wonder if he's gay.

MARIA
Really?

ANA
We kissed. But guys usually look at me 
like they want to have sex with me. He 
seems more interested in gelato.

MARIA
Maybe he's a gentleman.

The girls laugh.

ANA
He still lives at home. Maybe he's 
dating me so his parents think he's 
straight.

MARIA
Great. Marry him for the green card. 
Though it would make more sense if you 
married Kevin.

ANA
But I had sex with Kevin yesterday.

MARIA
So why are we talking about Ryan?

ANA
The sex was that bad.

MARIA
How bad could it be?

ANA
I made another date with Ryan while 
Kevin was coming.

MARIA
So when he was coming, in your mind 
you were going?

ANA
Exactly. I know marrying Kevin would 
change our lives.
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MARIA
And Ryan's only a waiter.

ANA
But he's in med school. It'd be great 
for you if I dated a doctor.

MARIA
I don't want you dating someone for 
me.

INT. GELATO SHOP - NIGHT

Ryan and Ana look at the choices of gelato. The YOUNG WOMAN 
(20s), behind the counter waits to serve them.

RYAN
I'll have the lemon. Medium.

YOUNG WOMAN
Okay. And for you a large chocolate?

Ana laughs.

ANA
Have we been coming here that often?

RYAN
Third time this week. Maybe we should 
switch it up.

ANA
My boss is going to visit her mom for 
the weekend.

RYAN
That's nice.

ANA
So I'm going to be all alone and I was 
thinking you could spend the weekend 
with me.

RYAN
Sounds great.

INT. BAR RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Ryan stops Kapow as he walks to the bathroom.
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RYAN
Her boss is going out of town and she 
invited me over for the weekend.

KAPOW
You spent all that money on gelato you 
might as well get the sex she owes 
you.

RYAN
It's hard to believe you're single.

KAPOW
You know before you sleep with her you 
should get waxed.

RYAN
My chest. Why?

KAPOW
No. Your privates.

RYAN
Why are you fucking with me?

KAPOW
She's Brazilian man. The Brazilian 
bikini wax. That's what they're known 
for, she's going to expect it.

RYAN
Isn't waxing painful?

KAPOW
But it makes your dick look bigger. 
Which will make up for the scar.

INT. SALON - DAY

WAX MAN (30s), big man with Russian accent, waxes Ryan's 
privates. He pulls the strip off.

RYAN
Kelly Clarkson.

WAX MAN
You want me to put on radio?

RYAN
Reference to a movie. I guess you 
never saw it.
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WAX MAN
I work.

RYAN
Forget it. I read this article, five 
ways to avoid red bumps when waxing.

WAX MAN
Don't be pussy boy.

INT. ANA'S EMPLOYER'S HOME - BEDROOM - NIGHT

Ryan takes off his underwear. He looks down at his privates.

RYAN
The pain was worth it. No red bumps 
and I do look huge.

Ana struts out of the bathroom in a bra and panties. She 
stops cold when she looks at Ryan and covers her mouth.

RYAN
What is it?

Ryan looks at his crotch.

ANA
Nothing. I don't mean to ruin the 
mood. I need to go back in the 
bathroom for a second.

RYAN
Okay.

Ana walks into the bathroom.

ANA (O.S.)
I'll be right out.

An alarm goes off.

RYAN
What the fuck.

Ana runs back into the bedroom.

RYAN
What happened?

ANA
I'm sorry. It's my bosses' bathroom. I

     (MORE)
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ANA (CONT'D) 
must of triggered the alarm with my 
foot or something.

RYAN
Turn it off.

ANA
I will but you have to go.

RYAN
Seriously?

ANA
She was robbed before. Security will 
be here in a few minutes and I can't 
have her know I invited a guy over.

INT. BAR RESTAURANT - DAY

Ryan fills up the bottle of ketchup at a table. Kapow walks 
into work.

KAPOW
So how did it go?

RYAN
She's a ten, but in a bra and 
underwear she's a seventy five.

KAPOW
You didn't have sex, did you?

RYAN
No. She accidently hit her bossess 
alarm so I had to go.

KAPOW
You waxed for nothing.

RYAN
Actually she saw me naked. When she 
saw my penis I think she was a bit 
grossed out because that's when she 
went back into the bathroom.

KAPOW
At least she didn't vomit on it.

RYAN
Thanks. Wait. You think she hit the

     (MORE)
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RYAN (CONT'D) 
alarm on purpose?

INT. ANA'S EMPLOYER'S HOME - DAY

Ana Facetimes with her sister Maria.

ANA
He has a scar on his penis.

MARIA
That's why you hit the alarm?

ANA
No. I was taken aback that he shaved 
his pubes.

MARIA
All of it?

ANA
Yeah. He was bald down there.

MARIA
I'm bald up here.

Maria points at her head.

ANA
I'm sorry.

MARIA
It's okay. Is shaving down there 
normal in America?

ANA
Not with the few guys I been with. It 
was freaky.

MARIA
Why would a guy shave his pubes?

ANA
I have no idea. He looked like a baby.

INT. CAR DEALERSHIP - DAY

Ana and Kevin look at BMW's at a car dealership.

KEVIN
Red or white?
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ANA
White.

KEVIN
I thought you would have wanted red.

ANA
You're buying the car for me?

KEVIN
Yeah.

Ana's excited.

ANA
Wow. I can't believe it. Thank you.

Ana kisses Kevin.

KEVIN
You're welcome. But you're my 
girlfriend. Why wouldn't I buy you 
things?

ANA
But a BMW. Are you really that rich?

KEVIN
I do very well. I made smart 
investments and I saved a lot of money 
by never having kids.

Kevin laughs.

ANA
I didn't have a good childhood so I 
never wanted to have kids, but now 
being an au pair makes me want to be a 
mom one day.

KEVIN
I'm never doing the kid thing. And if 
I never have children I don't see the 
point of getting married.

ANA
Speaking of kids, I know you have a 
work dinner tonight but my boss has 
her nephews over. You mind if I stay 
at your place?
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KEVIN
Not at all.

INT. KEVIN'S APARTMENT - NIGHT

Ana and Ryan enter Kevin's luxurious apartment. Ryan looks 
around in awe.

RYAN
How can your friend from school afford 
such a nice apartment?

ANA
She's a trust fund kid.

RYAN
Nice. So why are we here exactly?

INT. KEVIN'S APARTMENT - BEDROOM - NIGHT

Ryan is on top of Ana, he pounds into her in Kevin's bedroom. 
Ana loves it.

ANA
Yes. Yes.

EXT. COLLEGE - DAY

Ana face times Maria as she walks by STUDENTS.

ANA
Why are you taking the bus to chemo?

EXT. BUS - DAY

Maria walks off the bus as she Facetimes with Ana.

MARIA
I have no idea where daddy is.

INTERCUT ANA AND MARIA

ANA
I feel bad calling you with good news.

MARIA
I could use the cheering up.

ANA
The sex with Ryan was great. Not only 
did it feel good but it felt right.
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MARIA
That's great. Did your boss go away 
again?

ANA
No, we had sex at Kevin's.

MARIA
Ana.

ANA
I know it's wrong. But Kevin told me 
he's anti kids and marriage.

MARIA
So the man of your dreams --

ANA
Is my nightmare. He's not giving us 
the American dream.

MARIA
It's better you know now than to waste 
your time with him.

ANA
Exactly.

MARIA
But before you break up. Let him buy 
you the BMW and then sell it.

ANA
You know I'm not like that. I'm happy 
to take the next step with Ryan. He 
invited me over for Thanksgiving.

MARIA
That's something girlfriends do.

ANA
Or wives.

INT. NELSON HOME - KITCHEN - DAY

Gina peels potatoes. Caroline cuts the stems off asparagus.

GINA
Ryan will be back with his girlfriend 
soon. I want to have all the sides 
done.
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CAROLINE
I'm on it.

GINA
Thanks. I can never get your dad to do 
anything.

CAROLINE
He pays the bills.

GINA
But I keep him around for the sex.

CAROLINE
Mom. New topic. Have you met Ryan's 
girlfriend yet?

GINA
No.

CAROLINE
Where did he met her?

GINA
He told me they met at his job.

CAROLINE
So she's a local girl?

GINA
I guess.

Gina brings the pot of potatoes to the stove.

GINA
Once you're done cutting the stems, 
drizzle it with olive oil then add the 
grated cheese. Add a lot. Ryan likes 
it that way.

CAROLINE
Mom, I do it every year.

Ryan and Ana walk into the kitchen. Gina pauses for a second 
as she looks at Ana.

RYAN
Hi Mom.

Gina walks over to Ryan and Ana.
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RYAN
This is Ana.

GINA
Hi, it's nice to finally met you.

ANA
Hello.

CAROLINE
We heard so much about you.

ANA
Really?

GINA
Not everything.

INT. NELSON HOME - EDDIE AND GINA'S BEDROOM - DAY

Ana Facetimes with Maria. Ana holds her phone up to show her 
Eddie and Gina's bedroom.

MARIA
Wow. What a beautiful house.

Ana feels the sheets on the bed.

ANA
Satin sheets.

MARIA
Nice.

ANA
The estimated price is one point four 
million.

Maria holds back tears but there's a sadness in her voice.

MARIA
It's amazing how fortunate some people 
are in life.

ANA
I know. This is the American dream.

MARIA
When do we move in?
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ANA
Soon .... so start packing.

INT. NELSON HOME - DINING ROOM - DAY

Ryan, Ana, Gina, Eddie and Caroline sit at the table full of 
the typical Thanksgiving feast. Eddie adds the butt of the 
turkey to his plate. Ryan adds stuffing to his plate then 
passes the bowl to Caroline. Gina notices Ana looks 
overwhelmed.

GINA
Honey, you want me to fix you a plate?

RYAN
Mom, she can do it herself.

ANA
There's so much food.

Eddie bites the end of the baked potato. Gina stands up and 
takes Ana's plate.

GINA
Do you eat turkey?

RYAN
Mom.

GINA
What. I don't know. They don't 
celebrate Thanksgiving in Brazil.

CAROLINE
Mom.

ANA
Yes. I eat turkey.

GINA
Okay. How easy was that? You know what 
I'll give you a little of everything 
and it's fine if you don't finish, 
since we have plenty of food.

ANA
Sounds wasteful.

GINA
Welcome to America.
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RYAN
She's been here for years.

EDDIE
Caroline, you going to wait in line 
for the Black Friday sales?

Eddie chuckles.

CAROLINE
Of course.

Caroline turns to Ana.

CAROLINE
You can come with me if you like.

RYAN
You don't have to go if you don't want 
to.

ANA
I'll go. I'm not a big dessert person.

INT. MALL - NIGHT

Ana hands a few wigs to the CASHIER (50s) female.

CASHIER
Is that all?

ANA
Yes.

The cashier bags it. Caroline approaches Ana.

CAROLINE
I didn't find anything.

ANA
I'm done.

CAROLINE
Good.

The cashier rings up Ana.

CASHIER
One hundred and eight dollars.

Ana takes out a credit card and hands it to the cashier. She
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turns to Caroline.

ANA
Your brother's credit card.

Ana smiles.

ANA
You want to go get gelato?

CAROLINE
Sure. Did you say you're not a dessert 
person to get away from my mom?

ANA
Maybe.

CAROLINE
On behalf of my whole family I 
apologize for her.

ANA
Okay. Thanks.

Ana laughs.

CAROLINE
She might not always say the right 
thing, but she's a good person.

INT. NELSON HOME - DINING ROOM - NIGHT

Ryan, Eddie and Gina eat pumpkin pie in silence. Eddie stands 
up and takes his pie and walks away from the table.

GINA
Where are you going?

EDDIE
Man cave.

Eddie exits the room.

GINA
It's Thanks fucking giving.

Gina stares at Ryan.

RYAN
Why are you looking at me for?
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GINA
Why didn't you tell me your 
girlfriend's Puerto Rican?

RYAN
Why would I have to?

GINA
I like to be prepared.

RYAN
Then join the boy scouts. And so you 
know she's from Brazil. Please don't 
be racist. I really like her.

GINA
I don't care. You know everyone's 
welcomed in my house. Did I say 
anything when you brought home that 
Muslim kid from work?

RYAN
Kapow's Indian.

INT. BAR RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Ryan and Kapow talk as Ryan wipes the table with a rag.

RYAN
Can I take your afternoon shift 
tomorrow? I need the money.

KAPOW
I'll give you fifty bucks for one of 
Ana's old tampons.

RYAN
What for?

KAPOW
I would wrap the string around my 
finger and suck on it like it's a ring 
pop.

RYAN
I'll pass. Though I really need the 
shift. Ana made some charges on my 
card.

KAPOW
That's your problem, you're too good

     (MORE)
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KAPOW (CONT'D) 
of a person.

RYAN
How's that bad?

KAPOW
Look, you even wipe the tables like 
you really care.

RYAN
It's part of the job.

KAPOW
They don't pay you any more than they 
do me. I wouldn't even be waiting 
tables on the weekends if I was going 
to med school.

RYAN
You have no idea the amount of debt I 
will have in student loans.

KAPOW
Your father's not paying for it?

RYAN
No.

KAPOW
I thought your dad had money?

RYAN
He does. Because he doesn't give it to 
anybody.

Ryan sees Ana walk in. He approaches her.

RYAN
What are you doing here?

ANA
I want to give you the money for what 
I charged on your card.

She hands a stack of bills to Ryan.

ANA
My boss gave me a few grand as a 
graduation present.
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RYAN
How nice of her. Are you sad about 
leaving her?

ANA
I haven't thought about it, since I'm 
worried about finding a place to live.

RYAN
Why didn't you tell me? You could stay 
with me.

ANA
Your parents won't mind?

RYAN
Not at all. My ex basically lived 
there when we were in high school.

INT. NELSON HOME - DINING ROOM - DAY

Ryan, Ana, Caroline, Eddie and Gina eat lasagna, prime rib, 
mashed potatoes, corn on the cob. Eddie eats the end of the 
prime rib. Gina looks at Ana.

GINA
Caroline showed me a picture of your 
graduation on Instagram. 
Congraulations.

ANA
Thank you.

Ana grabs the end of the Italian bread from the basket.

EDDIE
I prefer the end.

Ana hands it to Eddie.

EDDIE
Thanks.

GINA
It's the only post I could read since 
the rest was in Spanish.

Ana is visibly upset.

RYAN
It's Portuguese mom. People from

     (MORE)
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RYAN (CONT'D) 
Brazil speak Portuguese, not Spanish.

GINA
I didn't know that.

GINA
Caroline, did you know that?

CAROLINE
I never thought about it.

Gina looks at Eddie.

GINA
Did you know that?

EDDIE
Yes.

GINA
Bullshit.

Gina looks at Ana.

GINA
I'm sorry dear. Are you enjoying 
lasagna?

ANA
It's really good.

Ana takes a small bite.

GINA
You know when Ryan was young I used to 
grow my own tomatoes and I would make 
my own sauce.

ANA
That's nice.

GINA
Does your mother make sauce?

RYAN
Her mother passed away when she was 
young.

GINA
How?
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RYAN
She doesn't like to talk about it?

GINA
Drugs?

CAROLINE
Mom. Drop it.

GINA
There's a lot of drug gangs in Brazil. 
I saw a report about it on Fox News.

Ana turns to Ryan and whispers.

ANA
What's the wifi password?

RYAN
You okay?

ANA
Yeah. I need to send a few emails.

RYAN
Happy sauce.

Ana laughs.

ANA
What's that mean?

RYAN
I have no idea. Mom, why is the wifi 
password happy sauce?

GINA
You don't want to know.

CAROLINE
I thought you could tell me 
everything?

EXT. COLLEGE - NIGHT

A subdued Ana walks as she chats with Maria via Facetime. 
Maria wears a long black wig.

MARIA
It looks so real.
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Maria spins around.

ANA
I'm happy you like it.

MARIA
I love all three of them.

ANA
Three? I bought four. I'll have to 
look when I get home.

MARIA
Thanks so much. How are things at the 
American dream house?

ANA
Not as fun as you would think. The 
father's like an older version of 
Ryan. But his mother won't stop asking 
me questions.

MARIA
Like at Thanksgiving?

ANA
Yeah. She might mean well, but I hate 
Americans who talk to immigrants like 
their children. Last night at dinner 
she wouldn't stop asking me about 
mommy.

Maria burst out in tears.

ANA
I'm sorry I brought her up.

MARIA
It's not that. Daddy started drinking 
again.

INT. BAR RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Kapow pats a sad Ryan on the back.

KAPOW
I knew you were going to blow it.

RYAN
I'm not in the mood. She's so 
miserable.
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KAPOW
A girl like Ana needs to be pleasured. 
Did you ever go down on her?

RYAN
Oral?

KAPOW
No. I mean did you ever fuck her 
standing on a step ladder?

RYAN
People really do that?

KAPOW
You'd be surprised what you find on 
Youporn?

RYAN
Does this restuarant not have any kind 
of screening process?

KAPOW
Like your finger never slipped when 
typing in step father.

RYAN
Why are you watching step father porn?

KAPOW
It's the hottest. It's actually where 
I learned about the abc's.

RYAN
Who raised you, Ron Jeremy?

KAPOW
I mean when you go down on a girl. You 
do the abc's with your tongue.

RYAN
Girls like that?

KAPOW
They love it. It's the extra stuff you 
got to do when you have a freaky 
penis.

INT. NELSON HOME - RYAN'S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Ryan pulls down Ana's underwear and starts to sing the abc's
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only to stop to lick Ana's vagina.

RYAN
A.

Ryan licks Ana's vagina.

RYAN
B.

He licks her vagina.

RYAN
C.

He licks her vagina.

ANA (V.O.)
What the fuck is he doing?

INT. GELATO SHOP - NIGHT

Ana eats gelato and Facetimes with Maria. Maria wears a 
different wig. She looks weak.

ANA
He sung the abc's as he did it.

MARIA
And in his parent's house. How weird.

ANA
I know. It was like perverted Sesame 
Street.

Maria laughs.

MARIA
Thanks for cheering me up.

ANA
How are you feeling?

MARIA
Shitty.

ANA
The wig looks great on you.

MARIA
Thanks. Did you have ever find the

     (MORE)
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MARIA (CONT'D) 
other one?

ANA
No.

INT. NELSON HOME - HALLWAY OUTSIDE RYAN'S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Eddie opens the closed door and walks away.

INT. NELSON HOME - KITCHEN - NIGHT

Gina unloads the dish washer.

GINA
Your father wants your door opened.

EXT. BAR RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Ryan talks on the phone with Gina.

RYAN
Why can't we have privacy? If we slept 
in the man cave, you guys couldn't 
hear anything.

INTERCUT GINA AND RYAN

GINA
My house isn't a hotel.

RYAN
Who said it was?

GINA
All she does is mope around here.

RYAN
She told me you make her 
uncomfortable.

GINA
How do I make her uncomfortable? 
Living in my house rent free. Miss 
Brazil never once washed a dish.

RYAN
Miss Brazil. I don't even know what 
that means, but it sounds racist. She 
told me you're always trying to talk 
to her.
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GINA
I'm being nice.

RYAN
Daddy gets her.

GINA
He hasn't said two words to her.

RYAN
Exactly.

GINA
If it will make her happy I'll ignore 
her ass all fucking day.

Ryan sees BRIAN (40s), walk out of the resturant and look 
around.

RYAN
Mom, I have to go. My boss is looking 
for me.

Ryan walks over to Brian.

RYAN
I'm sorry I took such a long break. 
You were looking for me?

BRIAN
No worries. You deserve it. Kapow told 
me you were looking for extra shifts.

RYAN
I was.

BRIAN
How would you feel about being 
promoted to manager?

RYAN
Really?

BRIAN
I watch how you wipe the tables. Like 
you really care about this place.

RYAN
Thanks. But you know I'm in med school 
full time.
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INT. NELSON HOME - LIVING ROOM - DAY

Eddie, Gina and Caroline sit in a room full of Christmas 
presents wrapped under the tree. Caroline hands a present to 
Eddie.

GINA
Wait for Ryan.

EDDIE
Caroline handed it to me.

CAROLINE
I'm getting ready.

Caroline looks through the presents.

CAROLINE
You bought something for Ana?

GINA
Hopefully it cheers her up.

Ryan and Ana enter the room.

CAROLINE
Look who's finally up?

EDDIE
She's been waiting since eight in the 
morning to open her gifts.

CAROLINE
Hey Christmas is the one time of the 
year I can be a kid again.

GINA
Are you guys ready to open presents?

RYAN
Of course.

Gina points to the huge pile of red gifts.

GINA
Everything wrapped in red is for 
Caroline. Daddy is the Christmas 
trees.

CAROLINE
I wrapped all of Mom's presents in

     (MORE)
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CAROLINE (CONT'D) 
gold.

GINA
Ryan, your pile is by the corner. All 
the snowmen paper.

Ana looks at Caroline open a box, it's a fancy sweater. Ryan 
walks over to his huge pile of gifts. Next to them is a gift 
bag marked Anna. He picks it up.

RYAN
This is for you.

Ryan hands it to Ana and takes an umbrella out of the gift 
bag and looks a bit confused.

ANA
An umbrella.

Eddie hands Gina a box.

GINA
Do you buy me earrings?

Gina opens the box and sees a gift card.

GINA
A gift card. What am I the fucking 
mailman?

INT. NELSON HOME - KITCHEN - NIGHT

Ryan, Gina, Eddie and Caroline eat lasagna at the table.

CAROLINE
Don't we normally have ham for 
Christmas?

GINA
I made lasagna for Ryan's girlfriend. 
Of course she's not eating.

RYAN
She doesn't even like lasagna. She 
only said she did because you asked 
her.

GINA
Why didn't you tell me? You know I 
would make her something else.
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RYAN
Why did you buy her an umbrella?

GINA
Is that a bad gift?

RYAN
What makes you think she needs one?

GINA
I figure Brazil, so I thought 
Brazilian rain forest.

RYAN
So you bought an umbrella? Why didn't 
you get her Brazilian nuts?

GINA
That be a great gift for next year. If 
you're still with her.

RYAN
I'm moving out and getting my own 
apartment.

GINA
To move in with Ava?

RYAN
Her names Ana. I've been dating her 
for six fucking months mom.

EDDIE
How do you expect to pay for an 
apartment?

RYAN
Brian offered to make me manager. It's 
good money.

GINA
How about med school?

RYAN
I'm dropping out.

INT. RYAN'S APARTMENT - DAY

Ana Facetimes with Maria in Ryan's one bedroom apartment.
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MARIA
I'm feeling okay.

ANA
And daddy?

MARIA
Luckily most nights he comes home and 
passes out. I don't want to talk about 
him. Show me the tour of your new 
place.

Ana walks and holds her phone up.

ANA
There's this. And a bathroom.

MARIA
Definitely not as nice as Kevin's.

ANA
I know.

MARIA
I can't believe Ryan chose you over 
his mother.

ANA
Yeah I know. I never had someone put 
my feelings first.

MARIA
I think it means he loves you.

Ana pouts.

MARIA
What's wrong?

ANA
I found out once I graduated I had six 
months to get a job in hotel 
management or I have to move back to 
Brazil.

MARIA
Why hotel management?

ANA
Because that's what I went to school 
for.
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MARIA
So you have time.

ANA
No hotel wants to hire me because they 
don't want to take the time training 
me in case I have to leave the 
country.

MARIA
But you wouldn't have to if they would 
hire you.

ANA
It's such bullshit. I'm going to ask 
Kevin for a job.

MARIA
Aren't you afraid that working with 
Kevin will make Ryan jealous?

ANA
Exactly. I want Ryan.

INT. NELSON HOME - KITCHEN - DAY

Ryan, Caroline, Eddie and Gina eat bagels in the kitchen.

GINA
I wish I knew you were getting bagels. 
I would have asked for you to get me 
an extra dozen. You know you could 
freeze em then pop it in the toaster 
whenever you want.

RYAN
I'm not really concerned of there 
being a bagel shortage.

EDDIE
These bagels are good.

RYAN
I know. They're right near my 
apartment. I get them all the time.

Eddie grabs another bagel from the bag.

GINA
Don't have another bagel. We're going 
out for Japanese.
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EDDIE
Is Ana joining us?

RYAN
No. She's not in the mood.

GINA
What else is new?

CAROLINE
Did you see what she posted on 
Instagram?

Caroline takes out her phone.

GINA
It's Mothers Day. Can we eat breakfast 
without the phone?

Caroline shows Gina the picture of Ana and Kevin in Miami.

GINA
Holy shit.

RYAN
What is it?

CAROLINE
It's a picture of her in Miami with a 
guy eating stone crabs.

RYAN
She told me. I didn't know she would 
post it on Instagram.

EDDIE
You really don't mind?

RYAN
What can I do about it?

GINA
If you were in Miami right now with 
some girl, how would she feel?

RYAN
Kevin is the first guy she met here in 
America who was really nice to her.

EDDIE
I wonder why?
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GINA
You let her walk all over you.

RYAN
She doesn't walk all over me.

GINA
You kiss her ass. She doesn't have a 
job, yet she never cooks you dinner.

RYAN
Cooking's not her thing.

GINA
What is she good at?

CAROLINE
Posting on Instagram.

RYAN
What is this roast of me and Ana?

Ryan gets up and storms off.

EDDIE
Does this mean they're breaking up?

CAROLINE
I hope not. He was so devastated when 
Stefani cheated on him.

EDDIE
And Ana is a lot prettier.

GINA
He'd be better off without her.

INT. RYAN'S APARTMENT - DAY

Ryan walks in with a bag of bagels. Ana lies on the couch and 
reads a magazine.

RYAN
I got bagels. Come eat. They're nice 
and hot.

ANA
I'm not in the mood.

RYAN
Let me guess, you're in the mood for

     (MORE)
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RYAN (CONT'D) 
stone crabs.

ANA
You said my friendship with Kevin 
doesn't bother you?

RYAN
I trust you. But you know my ex 
cheated on me.

ANA
Ryan, I'm not trying to hide anything. 
I post it on Instagram.

RYAN
Ana, I love you.

ANA
I love you too.

RYAN
Then marry me.

INT. BAR RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Ryan talks to Kapow as Kapow waits by the kitchen to pick up 
food.

RYAN
I asked Ana to marry me.

KAPOW
Is she pregnant?

RYAN
No. At least I don't think so.

KAPOW
What you need to do is, buy her a 
pregnancy test and tell how her to pee 
in your mouth during sex and then rush 
to the bathroom and spit it onto the 
stick.

RYAN
You really are crazy.

KAPOW
I'm crazy. You're way too young to get 
married.
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RYAN
Of course I am. But I'm jealous of her 
friend Kevin.

KAPOW
I do see a lot of pictures of them on 
Instagram.

RYAN
Why are you following my girlfriend on 
Instagram?

KAPOW
I'm actually following him. Taking 
another guy's girl on vacation, the 
man's got game.

RYAN
So I'm right not to trust him?

Kapow is handed plates of food from the kitchen.

KAPOW
Some guys have a lot of nerve, taking 
something that don't belong to them.

Kapow eats a few fries off the plate.

KAPOW
You can't trust anybody.

RYAN
You're right.

INT. KEVIN'S APARTMENT - NIGHT

Ana sits on the couch. Kevin hands her a sheet of paper.

KEVIN
I finished making your resume.

ANA
Thanks.

KEVIN
I didn't add an address. I know you 
didn't want to use mine.

ANA
I'm using the friend I stay with.
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KEVIN
Okay. I won't tell anyone you're my 
girlfriend.

Kevin kisses Ana.

ANA
Thanks. I don't want them treating me 
any different.

INT. NELSON HOME - KITCHEN - DAY

Gina opens two cans of tuna. Her phone rings.

GINA
Did you know Ryan's engaged?

INT. CAR - MOVING - DAY

Caroline drives in a car, talks on her phone via the radio.

CAROLINE
I saw on her Instagram. I'm driving to 
meet her for lunch. I want to find out 
what the hell's going on.

INTERCUT GINA AND CAROLINE

GINA
I know exactly what she's doing?

CAROLINE
You think it's because of Kevin?

GINA
Of course she acts all shy and 
innocent, but I think she uses Kevin 
to make Ryan jealous so he would 
propose to her.

CAROLINE
You think she's that manipulative?

GINA
We know she doesn't have a green card.

CAROLINE
I know she has Ryan's credit card. She 
used it on Thanksgiving.
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GINA
She can't be with Ryan for his money.

CAROLINE
Why is she?

GINA
Maybe she's sick in the head.

EXT. CAFE - DAY

Ana dressed nice with sunglasses, sits at the table and 
Facetimes Maria. Maria isn't wearing a wig. She's bald.

ANA
Where's your wig?

MARIA
I'm too tired to put it on.

ANA
Aw Maria.

Maria coughs.

MARIA
You look great. Are you having lunch 
wih Ryan or Kevin?

ANA
Ryan's sister.

MARIA
Really?

ANA
I'm starting to become part of the 
family.

Ana sees Caroline as she approaches the table.

ANA
I see Ryan's sister now. I'll call you 
later. Love you.

MARIA
Okay. Love you too. Bye.

Caroline sits down.
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CAROLINE
Hey sorry I'm late.

ANA
It's okay.

CAROLINE
Congratulations on your engagement.

ANA
Thank you. I was happy when Ryan told 
me you wanted to have lunch.

CAROLINE
I feel like if we're going to be 
sisters it'd be nice to get to know 
each other.

ANA
Yeah, I agree.

CAROLINE
I'm embarrassed to ask because I 
should know. How did you two meet?

ANA
We met on Intro.

CAROLINE
Okay. So who's the guy?

ANA
So that's why you invited me to lunch.

CAROLINE
I don't want my brother getting hurt.

ANA
Like I told your brother, he's a 
friend, helping me get a job in hotel 
management.

CAROLINE
Because you need to work in hotels.

ANA
Yeah, though honestly I don't want to 
work. My dream is to get married, live 
in a house like your parents have and 
be a mom.
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INT. HOTEL - DAY

Ana, in uniform at the hotel desk. MAN IN SUIT (40s), walks 
up to the counter.

ANA
Hi. How can I help you?

MAN IN SUIT
I'd like to make lunch reservations at 
Nobu.

ANA
I can definitely take care of that for 
you. What time are you looking for and 
how many in your party?

MAN IN SUIT
Depends if you're willing to join me.

Ana smiles at the man in suit.

ANA
I'm about to take my break so I'll 
join you now, and maybe I'll join you 
later.

INT. BAR RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Ryan, dressed in a shirt and tie, walks up to Kapow.

RYAN
I notice ketchup's running low on a 
few of the tables.

KAPOW
Oh, thanks. I'll tell the customers 
we're out of fries.|

RYAN
I want to you to refill them.

KAPOW
Someone's in a bad mood.

RYAN
I'm not at all.

KAPOW
I would be if my fiance was working 
with a guy like Kevin. It's like

     (MORE)
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KAPOW (CONT'D) 
you're living in a devil's triangle.

RYAN
Funny. You think I should be jealous?

KAPOW
Yeah. I think you should give her the 
dirty monkey.

RYAN
Are you kidding? I would never do that 
to another human being. Thanks to you 
I'll never eat a banana again.

KAPOW
You don't want to lose her, right?

RYAN
That's why I decided I'm going to go 
back to medical school. I could only 
keep a girl like Ana if I had a really 
good job.

KAPOW
Especially since your penis looks like 
a Picasso painting.

RYAN
Shut up.

KAPOW
I'm sorry. I'm going to miss you man.

Kapow hugs Ryan.

RYAN
I'm going back to waitering weekends. 
I still have to pay rent. Ana working 
at Kevin's hotel actually helps.

KAPOW
But do you trust her?

INT. HOTEL - BACK OFFICE - DAY

The man in suit stands in front of Ana in bra and underwear 
in the back office.
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INT. RYAN'S APARTMENT - NIGHT

Ryan has a textbook out and papers scattered all over his 
coffee table. Ana enters, in tears. Ryan stands up and walks 
over to comfort her.

RYAN
What's wrong?

ANA
I tried calling you.

RYAN
I'm studying so I put my phone on 
vibrate.

ANA
I have bad news.

RYAN
You're really in love with Kevin and 
you're leaving me?

ANA
A man came to the hotel today 
pretending to be a new guest but was 
actually from ICE.

RYAN
Immigration?

ANA
Yeah. He asked me all these questions 
and strip searched me.

RYAN
Are you okay?

ANA
I got the hotel job too late in the 
process so I won't have enough work 
credits.

RYAN
So you have to go back to Brazil?

ANA
I have three months.

RYAN
We're already engaged. Lets get

     (MORE)
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RYAN (CONT'D) 
married. Then you won't have to worry 
about immigration.

ANA
That's the thing. The marriage won't 
help since you went back to school. 
You have to make one hundred and 
twenty five percent over the federal 
poverty guidelines.

RYAN
Fuck. My parents would kill me if I 
drop out of med school again.

ANA
Your dad can sponsor me.

RYAN
What's that mean?

ANA
He basically would be legally 
responsible for me. It's our only 
hope.

RYAN
Let me talk to my mom first.

Ana hugs Ryan. She sees three packages of bananas on the 
kitchen table.

ANA
Why did you buy so many bananas?

INT. NELSON HOME - KITCHEN - DAY

Ryan and Gina talk as they eat bagels.

GINA
I should have known something was up 
when you brought bagels again.

RYAN
But all daddy has to do is sign a 
piece of paper.

GINA
I wouldn't do it. And I know your 
father and he's going to want to do a 
lot of research and you're only giving

     (MORE)
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GINA (CONT'D) 
him two months.

RYAN
She didn't know. I already did the 
research. He's legally on the hook for 
her but once I graduate I'll make 
enough money to support her.

GINA
What happens if you break up?

RYAN
Why would we?

GINA
Couples do all the time. I'm not sure 
I trust her.

RYAN
Why would you say that?

GINA
I think she's looking for a second 
option, in case you won't marry her. 
Is she in love with you or America?

RYAN
Me. She's working in a hotel and 
paying more than half the rent now 
that I'm back in medical school.

GINA
Good, I hope she really does love you. 
But I don't like how she changed you.

RYAN
She changed me?

GINA
You never lied to me before you 
started dating her.

RYAN
That's not true. I lied to you all the 
time.

GINA
All kids lie to their parents but you 
lie about everything now.
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RYAN
What did I lie about?

GINA
You lied about how you met her.

RYAN
No I didn't. I said we met at my bar 
and we did.

GINA
Through a dating app.

RYAN
Yes. But that wasn't a lie, you're 
old. I didn't know if you even knew 
what a dating app is.

GINA
Thanks. Well, you're my son and I'm 
not going to lie to you, fifty percent 
of marriages end in divorce and 
marrying a girl from a different 
country makes it even harder.

RYAN
But I love her. If I lived my life 
based on what might go wrong I 
wouldn't do anything.

GINA
I'm not wrong. You wouldn't have to 
deal with this if you dated a white 
girl. You're not ugly.

RYAN
You have any idea how racist that is?

GINA
It's a fact you would have more in 
common with someone like yourself.

RYAN
Saying I should only date my own kind 
is like the textbook definition of 
racism. Why can't you accept that I 
love Ana?

GINA
Why can't you accept that you're young 
and I have more life experience than

     (MORE)
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GINA (CONT'D) 
you do. Most people fall out of love.

RYAN
I'm telling you we're not breaking up. 
If Stefani was a girl I met from 
Ireland, you'd be all for this.

GINA
We all liked Stefani. Even your father 
and he doesn't like anybody.

RYAN
Because Stefani was fake. You never 
saw the lying and the drinking. She 
was nice to everyone but a bitch to 
me.

GINA
I want what's best for you. And I 
think you're too young to get engaged 
to anyone right now.

RYAN
It's the only way I won't lose her. 
Please tell daddy to sign the papers.

GINA
You have to ask him. I don't work, I 
can't sign the papers. And being 
honest with you I wouldn't sign it.

RYAN
My God. If you're not on my side he 
won't be.

GINA
I don't know what your father will 
say. You have to talk to him.

RYAN
How am I suppose to talk to him? I 
never talked to him my whole life. 
You're the one who gave me a sex talk 
on prom night.

Ryan storms out of the room.

INT. CITY HALL - DAY

Ryan dressed in a jacket and dress pants, Ana in a white
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dress talk with a WIFE TO BE (30s) and HUSBAND TO BE (30s).

WIFE TO BE
I couldn't imagine being apart.

RYAN
What's four years? When I know I 
eventually get to spend the rest of my 
life with her.

WIFE TO BE
Aw.

ANA
After he graduates, we plan to get 
married in Italy.

WIFE TO BE
How romantic.

RYAN
And the girl she was the Au pair for 
will be our flower girl.

WIFE TO BE
How sweet.

INT. NELSON HOME - KITCHEN - NIGHT

Gina fries chicken cutlets in the kitchen. She hears noise.

GINA
Why don't you help me set the fucking 
table.

Caroline walks in.

GINA
I thought you were your father. What 
are you doing here?

CAROLINE
Did you know Ryan got married?

GINA
No way.

CAROLINE
She put a pic on Instagram, so it's 
not like they're trying to hide it.
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Caroline shows Gina an Instagram photo of Ryan and Ana on her 
cell.

GINA
Where did they get married?

CAROLINE
City Hall.

GINA
Why didn't they invite me? I would 
have went.

CAROLINE
A friend of hers from Brazil post 
something in Portuguese, Google 
translated it to congrats to the 
married couple and she posted back in 
Portuguese, he's smiling because he 
knows how lucky he is.

GINA
Really? Do you think she's fake?

CAROLINE
She acts like this quiet innocent girl 
but I feel like she's only out for 
herself.

GINA
He said she's been paying more rent 
than he does since she got the hotel 
job.

CAROLINE
She told me her dream job was to get 
married and become a mom.

GINA
How do we know she won't leave him and 
do once your father signs the paper?

INT. RYAN'S APARTMENT - NIGHT

Ana Facetimes her sister Maria. She shows her license with 
the name Ana Nelson. Maria coughs.

ANA
I'm officially a Nelson.
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MARIA
Give me a minute.

Maria coughs harder.

ANA
You sound worse than ever.

MARIA
I'm going through another round of 
chemo.

ANA
Really?

MARIA
The doctor said it's normal for the 
cancer to come back stronger.

ANA
I need to get you to a doctor here in 
America. I was thinking if we get 
married he and I could adopt you and 
you can live with us.

MARIA
Oh my God, really? I would love that. 
I love you.

ANA
I miss you so much. I can't wait to 
see you and give you a hug.

MARIA
Me too. Any luck on getting Ryan's dad 
to sign the papers?

ANA
We're going there this weekend.

MARIA
Good luck.

ANA
Thanks. But has a man ever said no to 
me?

MARIA
Kevin.
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ANA
I never wanted to marry him since he 
doesn't want kids. Though I wish there 
was a way I could combine the sex with 
Ryan with Kevin's money.

MARIA
Don't we all?

Ana laughs.

A drunk Carlos stubbles into the room.

CARLOS
(in Portuguese)

Maria, who are you talking to?

MARIA
I should go.

ANA
Maria, don't hang up.

INT. NELSON HOME - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Eddie dressed in a wig with Gina and Caroline in the living 
room, they stand up as Ryan and Ana come into the house. Ana 
has a cake box in her hand and short shorts that show her 
butt cheeks which Eddie glances at. No one notices because 
they stare at Eddie's wig.

RYAN
Happy Father's Day Dad.

Ryan shakes Eddie's hand.

EDDIE
Thanks.

ANA
Happy Father's Day poppy.

Ana gives him a hug and kiss on the cheek.

CAROLINE
Congratulations on your wedding.

RYAN
Thanks.
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GINA
Why didn't you invite me? I would have 
came.

RYAN
It was a last minute thing.

ANA
Poppy, the cake is for you.

RYAN
They only use ingredients from Italy.

EDDIE
Oh yeah.

ANA
I got it by a bakery near my job.

Eddie carries the cake into the kitchen.

EDDIE
I'm going to have a slice right now.

RYAN
Dad, I wanted to talk to you real 
quick in the man cave.

Caroline and Gina whisper.

CAROLINE
I never saw her in a good mood before.

GINA
I think Miss Brazil started taking 
acting lessons.

CAROLINE
At least they didn't bring bagels.

Gina looks in the kitchen and sees Ana has her arm around 
Eddie's waist.

ANA
Poppy, I love your hair.

EDDIE
Thank you.
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INT. NELSON HOME - MAN CAVE/KITCHEN - NIGHT

Ryan and Eddie talk in the man cave. Eddie still has the wig 
on. Ryan has a few papers stapled together and a pen in his 
hand.

RYAN
She's going to be working the whole 
time.

EDDIE
Okay.

RYAN
So all you have to do is sign the 
paper sponsoring her.

Eddie looks at Ryan.

EDDIE
It's something I'm not comfortable 
doing.

RYAN
Why not?

EDDIE
Ten years is a long time. I was 
thinking of taking my pension and 
moving to Florida in a few years.

Ryan slaps the table hard. He stands up and charges into the 
kitchen. He looks at Gina as she washes dishes.

RYAN
He would have said yes if you were for 
it.

GINA
I don't tell him what to do.

RYAN
Yes you do. Make him say yes.

GINA
Like I told you. I don't trust her.

GINA
What girl has a guy as a friend, why 
doesn't that bother you?
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RYAN
She's pretty, a lot of guys want to be 
her friend.

GINA
She's not that pretty.

EDDIE
Yes she is.

RYAN
Like I said before when I finish 
school and get the job as a doctor 
I'll make enough money so daddy will 
never have to worry about being 
financially responsible for her.

GINA
If you finish.

RYAN
What's that mean?

GINA
You already dropped out once.

RYAN
Mom, I'm going to become a doctor.

GINA
Well, when you do can your father 
break the contract?

RYAN
No. I did lot of research and it's 
really only insurance in case she's in 
an accident or something.

GINA
So they can sue your dad? We can lose 
the house.

RYAN
What's the odds of that happening?

GINA
We didn't even know about lawsuits and 
your father already said no. So you 
have to man up and accept the 
decision.
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Ryan lets loose a primal scream and runs out of the room.

Caroline walks in the kitchen.

CAROLINE
Does that mean we're not having 
dessert? Because I'd like to try that 
cake.

GINA
Your father told Ryan he won't sign 
sponsor her.

CAROLINE
Really?

GINA
Why you think he should do it?

CAROLINE
I don't know what to tell you.

GINA
What gets me mad is she comes in here 
kissing his ass, calling him poppy. 
Because she wants him to sign the 
papers.

CAROLINE
Of course.

GINA
She loves his hair. He looks like 
fucking Howard Stern.

Caroline laughs.

GINA
If he got his shit together and went 
to school sooner instead of wasting 
all that time working at a bar, he'd 
have a job by now and wouldn't need 
daddy.

CAROLINE
And he should concentrate on school 
right now.

GINA
Exactly. He has no idea how hard a 
marriage is. Ever since your father

     (MORE)
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GINA (CONT'D) 
started wearing that wig he wants to 
try new things. He's fifty two years 
old and he's begging me try anal.

Caroline is grossed out.

CAROLINE
Now I'm leaving.

GINA
I thought I could tell you everything?

Caroline exits the kitchen.

INT. KEVIN'S APARTMENT - NIGHT

Ana in tears, as Kevin sits on the couch with his hands over 
his face.

KEVIN
Ana, you could tell me anything.

ANA
I don't know what to say.

KEVIN
You get arrested at my hotel and then 
you disappear again. You can't blame 
school this time. So how about the 
truth?

ANA
Kevin, I really like you and love 
spending time with you. But when you 
told me you didn't want kids I didn't 
see us with a future together.

KEVIN
So you only stayed with me for the 
vacations? Then came back for a job?

ANA
If I was using you I would of let you 
buy me the BMW.

KEVIN
So you're not here for money?

ANA
No.
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KEVIN
Ana, I love you. I would have kids 
with you one day if that's what you 
really wanted.

Ana holds Kevin's hands.

ANA
Then marry me. I'll sign a pre nup.

Kevin gets down on one knee. Ana smiles. Kevin takes an 
envelope from under his coffee table.

KEVIN
You really didn't come here for money? 
My manager gave me your last paycheck.

Kevin hands the envelope to Ana. Ana has a nervous smile.

ANA
Thanks.

KEVIN
But Nelson? I thought your last name 
was Santo?

ANA
It is. I was hiding from immigration.

KEVIN
Why didn't you tell me? I'll hire the 
best lawyer I can so you can stay here 
legally.

Kevin looks Ana in the eyes.

KEVIN
I'll marry you right now if that's 
what it takes.

Ana kisses Kevin.

ANA
To be honest, that's what I was trying 
to. Nelson is my husband's last name.

KEVIN
You're fucking married?

ANA
I don't think of him as a husband.
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KEVIN
We haven't had sex in months. Do you 
think of me as your gay best friend 
that you could go to yoga with?

ANA
Actually Ryan's very flexible.

KEVIN
Good bye Ana. I'm going to miss your 
laugh, your ass and your ass.

INT. BAR RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Ryan carries a tray full of beers as Kapow approaches him.

KAPOW
What's with the funeral face?

RYAN
It just hit me that Ana's leaving in a 
few weeks.

KAPOW
But you're not getting a divorce?

RYAN
No.

KAPOW
So you'll be married but live four 
thousand miles apart?

RYAN
Yeah.

KAPOW
Finally a marriage that could work.

RYAN
Way too soon man.

KAPOW
Can't you find her a sponser online?

RYAN
It doesn't work that way.

KAPOW
How about Ana does porn? I could film 
her so it's not creepy.
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RYAN
I'm sorry I have to say no to that 
very normal offer.

KAPOW
She's hot, guys would give her money 
to watch her brush her teeth.

RYAN
Really?

KAPOW
Yeah. Tooth porn is big.

RYAN
Where, England?

KAPOW
Probably. First, we set her up a go 
fund me page.

RYAN
It doesn't work that way. I need to 
have a stable income. But we talked 
and I think we can make the 
relationship work. I can Facetime her 
from Brazil every day and still go see 
her on holidays.

KAPOW
A girl like Anna will find a new guy 
in a second.

RYAN
That's the last thing I wanted to 
hear.

Kapow places his hands on Ryan's shoulders.

KAPOW
It's dirty monkey time.

RYAN
You're bringing that up again?

KAPOW
She'll never forget you.

INT. HOSPITAL - NIGHT

Ryan, a DOCTOR (60s) white male, and NURSE (40s) black
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female, look in Ana's ass as she bends over.

RYAN
Ana, I'm really sorry.

ANA
It doesn't hurt.

The doctor removes pieces of banana from Ana's butt.

DOCTOR
Son, I suggest next time you try to 
make a smoothie you use a blender.

RYAN
I was doing a dirty monkey.

DOCTOR
A dirty monkey?

NURSE
You're supposed to freeze the banana 
dumbass.

DOCTOR
I got all of it out and she's going to 
be fine.

The doctor walks away. The nurse shakes her head as she walks 
away.

ANA
I don't understand why you feel the 
need to do all this crazy sex stuff.

RYAN
Because of my freaky penis.

ANA
That little scar? Are you kidding me?

RYAN
I love you so much.

ANA
I love you too, even your freaky 
penis.

EXT. NELSON HOME - BACKYARD - DAY

Ryan and Caroline hang wedding decorations in the backyard.
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CAROLINE
I do feel bad that she's trying to 
come here the right way. I now see why 
so many come here illegally.

RYAN
You don't have to hate her because 
mommy does.

CAROLINE
I thought she was nice, but when I saw 
her post on Instagram in Portuguese 
how lucky you are to be with her I 
thought is that how she really is?

RYAN
She was being sarcastic. Since she's 
from Brazil does that mean she can't 
use sarcasm?

CAROLINE
I guess.

RYAN
You don't think I have had doubts that 
maybe she doesn't love me. And 
regrets. The reason I screamed when 
mommy said for me to man up because 
Ana's my wife and the only reason she 
has to leave the country is because I 
can't financially support her.

CAROLINE
Wow.

RYAN
But since I'm in school she said she 
will go home and work in Brazil and 
send me money to pay half the rent.

CAROLINE
Really?

Gina walks out with a few folding chairs.

RYAN
Mom, why are you carrying chairs? I'll 
bring them out and you can set them 
up.

Ryan walks inside.
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CAROLINE
I can't believe you don't approve of 
the marriage, yet your spending over a 
thousand on a backdoor wedding. I mean 
a backyard wedding.

GINA
You were right the first time. Though 
it's only a little reception my son so 
he thinks I'm being supportive and in 
my mind I'm throwing her a going away 
party. I'm being fake like her.

CAROLINE
I think she really loves him. I think 
daddy should talk to a lawyer to learn 
about the sponsorship.

INT. RYAN'S APARTMENT - NIGHT

Ana Facetimes with Maria and their father Carlos.

ANA
Maria told you I have to come back to 
Brazil.

CARLOS
(in Portuguese)

Yes. And she told me you married a 
Gringo.

ANA
Yes. It's why I'm calling. My mother 
in law is throwing me a wedding 
reception and I want Maria to come. It 
gives her a chance to see America.

CARLOS
(in Portuguese)

She's sick.

MARIA
I checked with my doctor and he gave 
me the okay to fly.

ANA
Dad, I got a degree in hotel 
management so I'm going to get a job 
and help you take care of Maria.
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CARLOS
(in Portuguese)

God Bless you.

ANA
Being in America and seeing how lucky 
they are made me realize how hard it 
must of been for you after mom died 
but things have to be different.

MARIA
We want you to enter rehab.

CARLOS
(in Portuguese)

I love both of you very much.

INT. BAR RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Ryan holds a tray of food and Kapow walks up to him.

RYAN
Good news. Brian said he's willing to 
give me the liquor for free.

KAPOW
Bad news at table six.

Ryan and Kapow walk towards the tables and see Stefani with a 
few FEMALE FRIENDS at a table. Ryan hands his tray to Kapow 
and heads over to Stefani. Kapow picks at the fries.

RYAN
What are you doing here?

STEFANI
My friends were in the mood for 
drinks.

RYAN
But not you?

STEFANI
No. I been sober two years now.

RYAN
Congratulations.

STEFANI
Thanks. What have you been up to?
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RYAN
I'm in med school?

STEFANI
Still?

RYAN
I dropped out.

STEFANI
But you went back?

RYAN
Yeah. And I got married. I make 
decisions like I drink.

Stefani laughs.

RYAN
I'm having my wedding reception this 
weekend.

STEFANI
I know. I saw on Caroline's Instagram. 
It's why I suggested this place to my 
friends. I was hoping I'd see you to 
tell you how happy I am for you.

RYAN
Thanks. It's in my parent's backyard, 
if you like to come.

STEFANI
I would like to meet her.

INT. AIRPORT - DAY

Ana looks past the other PASSENGERS and sees Maria at the 
baggage claim area. They're both very excited to see each 
other.

ANA
How was your flight?

MARIA
Okay.

ANA
I can't believe I'm actually seeing 
you in person.
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Ana hugs Maria. Maria pushes her off.

ANA
What's wrong?

MARIA
It hurts to hug you.

ANA
Are you feeling sick?

MARIA
No. He came home drunk last night, 
angry that we were ganging up on him 
and forcing him to go into rehab.

Maria lifts her shirt and shows Ana the red marks on her 
back.

ANA
The belt?

MARIA
Yeah. I told him that we would live on 
our own if he wanted to drink himself 
to death.

ANA
I don't want to go back to Brazil.

MARIA
Neither do I.

EXT. NELSON HOME - BACKYARD - DAY

Caroline approaches Ryan with a glass champagne.

CAROLINE
Sorry I'm late. Where's Anna?

RYAN
I have no idea. I've been looking for 
her.

Caroline and Ryan walk towards the house. They see Kapow hold 
a bottle of champagne as Stefani chugs.

CAROLINE
It's very mature of you to invite 
Stefani.
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RYAN
What a shock Stefani's already off the 
wagon.

CAROLINE
That's a pairing I didn't see coming.

RYAN
I don't know if they would ever 
exchange vows, but they definitely 
will exchange fluids.

Gina walks to Ryan with a papers.

GINA
I hope you're happy.

RYAN
Yeah I am. Thanks for throwing the 
party. Everything looks great.

Gina hands Ryan the few papers stapled together.

RYAN
What is that the bill for the party? 
Let me guess daddy, the compassionate 
cheapo wants me to pay half.

GINA
It's sponsorship papers. Your dad 
signed it.

RYAN
He did?

GINA
Yeah. Ana came to talk to him and I 
have no idea what she said to change 
his mind but he did.

RYAN
I can't believe it.

Ryan lifts his hands in the air.

RYAN
I finally win.

Gina fixes Ryan's sleeves.
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GINA
It's your wedding party. I told you to 
put in some hair gel.

RYAN
I looked in the bathroom. I couldn't 
find it.

GINA
Check the closet in the man cave.

RYAN
Okay.

Ryan walks inside.

EXT. NELSON HOME - MAN CAVE - DAY

Ryan walks in the man cave and sees Eddie having anal sex 
with Ana.

ANA
I'm going to Italy!

EDDIE
Happy sauce, happy sauce, happy sauce.

FADE OUT


